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Accurate mutation detection

Introduction
• Low-frequency variant detection is crucial for clinical sequencing but
hindered by artifacts introduced during sample preparation, target
enrichment, and sequencing
• Consensus building from molecular tags enables in silico correction of false
positives, greatly improving accuracy for sub-1% variants
Figure 1. Adapter design.
Libraries constructed from IDT
dual-matched UMI adapters
contain matched P5 and P7
index sequences, and a unique
molecular barcode. Adapters are
compatible with commercially
available library construction kits
and can be read in 3 modes:
single index, dual index, and
dual index with UMI.
UMI = unique molecular index,
VAF = variant allele frequency
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Figure 6. UMI consensus calling
improves variant detection accuracy.
Variant calling performed using VarDict
with a 0.2% threshold.
Variants with <1% AF
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Figure 7. UMIs enable rare variant detection. (A) Consensus analysis allows
for accurate variant calling at lower minimum thresholds. (B) Using a minimum of
3 reads to build a consensus call drastically improves PPV for variants present at
<1%. PPV = positive predictive value
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Figure 2. Mechanisms for index swapping. (A) Recent studies have shown
residual-free indexed adapters or incomplete PCR extension products may
introduce a new index barcode. This mechanism has been reported to occur during
multiplexed capture and cluster amplification, as well as during de-multiplexing due
to sequencing errors. (B) Dual-matched barcodes also mitigate the risk of sample
misassignment caused by barcode contamination. SI = sample index

Figure 8. Consensus calling corrects oxoG errors. (A) Errors arising from oxoG
lesions (manifested as C>A/G>T) are greatly reduced with consensus analysis.
(B) Reported and expected allele frequencies for rare variants (<1% VAF). oxoG =
8-oxoguanine

Mutation-specific thresholding
Figure 3. Dual-matched barcodes accurately identify index swapping events.
Sample cross contamination due to index swapping can be mitigated by using
dual adapters with matched indices on P5 and P7. Data was generated using
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16 libraries captured in pools of 1, 4, 8, and 16 with the
Panel. Each capture pool was sequenced on the Illumina NextSeq® platform
and index switching was estimated by analyzing the percent of reads with
mismatched P7 and P5.
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Figure 9. Mutation-specific thresholding further improves calling accuracy.
(A) False positives arising from oxoG errors have low observed frequencies.
(B) Increasing the minimum VAF requirements for oxoG mutations further
increases PPV for rare variants without decreasing sensitivity.

Conclusions

Figure 4. Variant calling using consensus analysis. (A) Reads that share the
same genome mapping coordinates and UMI sequence are collapsed to build
consensus reads. (B) IGV screenshot showing reads colored by UMI sequence.

• IDT dual-matched index adapters mitigate index switching and are required
to accurately assign rare variants in multiplexing studies
• Building consensus sequences enables in silico error correction,
dramatically increasing variant calling specificity
• Due to the prevalence of artifacts arising from oxidative damage,
consensus analysis and mutation-specific thresholding is necessary to
accurately detect variants present below 1%
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